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New York, November 1998

The genésis of this volume was two-fold.

Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy's foroefW promotion. of itrational action onhuznan security focusscd the attention of znany of us toling within the ucces of the ]Deparnuen
of Foreign Affairs and nena]na Trade (DFAIT on a nmber of lcey humaniarian concerns;

Canada's candidacy for a UN Securfty Council seat ini 1999-2000 created the prospect that the
Canadia goveminen would soon b. confrotig hard choices relating ta ince=ves towards (andenforcenient of) compianc wit Security Coufi decisions. Since 1990, the. Council had
grearly incrcased resrt ta mandatory sanctions imnposed under Cbapter VUl of the UN ChamÊter^

By tii. late 1990s, titis Council practice was increasingly contested.

Canadian officiai policy on sanctions clearly required a new look. In lam 1997, theInternational Organizations Bureau of DFAIT, of which I was then the. Director General,comrnissioned an in-depth study on UNSC-mandatcd sancton. The splendid paper contained intbis volune-was drafted over ensuing months by a higbly promlsing young Canaduan, scholar,Barry Burciul. The Center for Foreign Policy Development, in July 1998, convened a
consultation involving a varie-ty of experts and interstd parties on the. ssues raied therein, witha view to developing Canadian approaches ta sanctions issues in preparation of our anticipated
terni on the Council. The purpose was to test the pulse of informed opinion in Canada on thes
critical questions and to develop policy options for the. governmn. The CMP and th=s
DFAIT officcials involved were delighted with bath the. paper and tihe consultation, whic à yieldcd
considenblý greaoer consensus dma migei bave b=e anticlpazed. A swnnnary repozi on these
consultations~ is alsa included in titis volurm . Minister Axwarthy was engageti ttIraughout
(although lie had ta, miss the consultation due ta an urgent engagement out of Otrawa ;.i the Iasi

Beyond the value of tbis projct iself, the active collaboration of a DFAIT Bureau with
the. CFPD ta develap Canadian policy in a sensitive field points toa t Ieast one w2y in wvhich the
CFPD ean b. exreely usefu. Too ofnen in the. past, civil society, dmi acadcflic world, tii.
CFPD and policy units within DFA1T have evolved in dheir respective solitudes. On tuis
occasion, with an urgent need for new approaches to palicy, the. CFPD proved an excellent
cOI alysn Oand intemediary for DFAJT in securing accrua to a broad range of Canadian (and
several foreign) views. It is my hope tuat DPA1T and the CFPD will relate ta cadi other lu titis
fashion more ofren in the ftare.
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1 . Introduction

Since the end of the Cold War, UN-sponsored.sanctions have become a proininent tool
of multilateral statecraft. Increasingly, sanctions are viewed as legitimate mea= of responding
not only to inter-state aggression, but also to intra-state humanitarian crises, civil wars, illegal
seizures of power, a=m proliferation, and international terrorism.

At the same time, there is growing concern that sanctions, as practiced in the past, have
been both ineffective and inhurnane. For the past tbree decades, states have tended to impose
sanctions in a maimer that lias been distinctly laclcing in nuance. lie policies of sanctioning
states - 'senders' in the sanctions literature - seeni often to have been guided by one, overriding
assumption: that sanctions are most lilcely to bc effective to the extent that they infict economic
isolation andc pain on the 'target.' Even when political considerations have resulted in, the
adoption of relatively wealc measures, the 'brute force' philosophy of sanctions lias been implicit
in the debate as an ideal type.

Mfany acholars have long recognized that this theory of sanctions provides an insufficient
account of the conditions under which sanctions bring about desirable policy change. To put it
iu starlc terAi, not only are comprehensive sanctions rarely effective; they are often both
counterproductive in terms of effectiveness, and carry significant hum, aitarian consequences.
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unique diplomnatic resources to encourage efforts to reforin the perception and practice of UN
sanctions, even in a political climate that appears resistant to such innovations.

The study begins with a discussion of different sanctions strategies, and the conditions
under which they are lilcely to be most effective for a variety of purposes. Since znultilateralism
is a key component of an effective sanctions strategy, we examine how changes in several
variables affect the lilcely degree of multilateral support for sanctions strategies, as well as
showing how these variables impact directly on the operational logic of sanctions. The variables
examined are:

e Forum: are UN-imposed sanctions more effective than actions talcen by other bodies?
* Objectives: are sanctions more effective i achieving somne goals (c.g. deterrence) than others?
e Issue area: are sanctions more effective i resolving disputes related to certain issues than
others -

" Characteristics of the target: wbat makes a target more or less vuinerable to sanctions?
" Characteristics of the senders: what attributes enable senders to exercise the greatest influence?

" Type of sanction: what types of sanctions tend to be most effective, and why?
" Timing a4nd integration with other measures: should sanctions be imposed incrementaily, or
ail at once? When should they be lifted? Under what conditions should they be reinforced - or
replaced - by other diplomnatic or military measures?

This section emphasizes the importance for policyrnakers of understanding precisely who their
sanctions are intended to influence, and how' this influence wiil worlc to bring about policy
change.

The next section of the study examines the'humanitarian implications of sanctions, and
considers strategies aimed at mitigating their negative effects. It stresses the idea that collateral
damage - damage to target civilians and to the interests of third states - is important flot only
because of its etliical implications, but also because of its tendency to erode multilateral support
for sanctions. Thtis investigation reveals that efforts to mitigate the humanitariBfl impact of
sanctions are lilcely to increase the effectiveness of these measures, rather than weaken them.



nl. Lessons and Policy Reconimendations

The recommendations presented in this study are guided by some rather pessimistic
conclusions regarding the utility and moraiity of sanctions writ large, and of comprehensive
econoznic sanctions in particular. These conclusions merit special emphasis at the outset. First,
sanctions rarely accomplisz their stcedpurpose, but they often carry considerable cost in terms
of human sufferlng. Second, sanctions wlll remaiapopular instruments of staecraft because they
tend to be viewed as a relatively cheap and rlsk-free means of satisfying domestic demands for
action in response to perceived misbehaviour abroad. Third, targetted sanctions - despite their
problem - often represent the best mea= of satirfying rhe domesticpoliical demands of senders
while avoiding the humanitarlan costs of comprehensive sanctions.

As a member of the. Security Council, Canada should give priority to tdre tusbc:
discouraging the use of sanctions wherever more constructive and humane alternatives exist;
developing the capacity of the international community to design and adninister strong, targetted
sanctions; and ensurlng that the needs of innocent civilians ln target states are given due
consideration la the design and implemtentation of sanctions.

The 'Iext few pages outline i more detail the main trends affecting the practice of
sanctions i recent years, and the steps which should be talcen i order to encourage the more
appropriate, effective, and humnant use of sanctions.

UN Security Council bas been willing to consider a broader range of inter-
s as threats tc> international peace and secunity. At the same time, there bas
ws to commit the resources required to respond to these threats. As a resuit,
used more frequently, ofren as a relatively inexpensive means of appeasing



e It has become generally accepted that legitixuate sanctions should have the approval of the UN
Security Council. At the saine tixne, recent dissensus ainong Counci members, along with a
desire to 'download' the adiministatve costs of sanctions, has resulted in a more prominent role
for regional organizations. Some of these organizations lack the political will, the material
resources, and the administrative conipetence to carry ont sanctions in an effective manner.

*Many states resent what they regard as the misuse of the sanctions against Iraq. Dissatisfaction
with indefinite tizue-frames, unclear mandates, and vague conditions for lifting sanctions bas
created a trend ini favour of more explicit, tightly circumscribed sanctions resolutions. It has also
created a prejudice against comprehensive econoznic sanctions.

a It appears as though large-scale efforts at sanctions reform will meet with littie enthusiasm,
particularly from the P.-5, until the sanctions against Iraq have been lifted.

*While most states support ad hoc efforts aimed at making sanctions more effective, many of
these same states view with suspicion any 'durable' zneasures aimed at enhancing the institutional
capacity of the U.N. to implement sanctions.

2. Strategie lessons regarding the effective and appropriate use of sanctions

e Sanctions policy must ke guided by a concemn with identifying measures that are both effective
and humane, rather than those which seem intLiitively 'strong' and politically palatable.

a The most severe sanctions do not necessarily produce proportionately'large political gains for
senders. Humane sanctions - those which do not tbreaten the survival of a large number of
people - are often more Iilcely to ke effective, given the dynamics which they engender within
the target state, and Riven their ability to pin and sustain the broad multilateral support which



e Arms embargoes are often desirable, but they wil remain largely ineffectual unless they are
tightly enforced, and supplemented by efforts to reduce the global arms trade, particularly in
regions which are prone to violent conflict.

e Sanctions are rarely effective as coercive instruments, but they may be more effective ini
deterring the target, and ini deterring other potential wrong-doers from adopting similar
objectionable policies. They can also be valuable in their capacity ta strengthen international
floris.

e The thrcat of sanctions is oflen more valuable tdm the practice of sanctions. Sanctions
therefore have tremendous potential as an instrument of preventive diplornacy. However, this
potential wil remain unrealized unless threats of sanctions are widely viewed as credible,
realistic, substantively painful, and lilcely ta be effectively monitored and enforced.,

* t is imperative ta view sanctions within the context af a broader diplamatic demarche. This
study points to the conditions umder which the tbreat af force is a desirable accampaniment ta
a sanctions programme, and shows how sanctions can complement a strategy of constructive
engagement,

*States should be willing ta consider the idea that the threat or use of force is sometimes a more
effective, humane, and cost-effective means of dealing with real or potential violent conflict.

Il When designing sanctions, states must talce account of the political. difficulties af lifting
sanctions which have nat brought about the desired change in the behaviaur af the target. If they
do nat do so, they may be tempted ta leave ineffective, inhumane sanctions in place for an
indefinite period.



This would be particularly usefùl in circumventing the probleins associated with creating a
durable multilateral consensus around strong sanctions.

e It would also be useful to
tarrit) on target states as a m(
quasi-normal relations betwe

them to alter

these assessments are
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0 States must explore ways of protecting NGOs working in dangerous sanctions environments.Canada should draw on its expertise in the reaini of peacekeeping to ino0 ths exercse

*Secui:ity Council resolutions must outline clear guidelines governing humanitarian exemptionsto sanctions. The exemptions process would also benefit from the creation of a generic list ofexemptions, the consistent application of these standards, transparent procedures involving open
deliberations and the widespread dissemination of documents among the members of sanctionscommittees, decentralization of the authority to approve exemptions, and increased,
communication and coordination between the UN secretariat and member states.

*Assessments of the humanitarian impact of sanctions are vital to the planning of effective,
broadly-supported sanctions regimes. I order to increase their value i this regard, analyses
undertalcen by OCHA (formerly .UN-DHA) must be supplemented by holistic, long-terni analysis
from economists, political scientists, and area experts. The proposed sanctions strategy unit
should assist in this task.

0 Assessing the humanitarian, impact of financial sanctions will require innovative methods andnew personnel from outside the UN secretariat. Canada should encourage efforts to develop this
capacity. a

IlThe main problemn concerning humanitarian assessment is not a lack of informnation; it is thelack of the political will required to set the assessment process i motion. Canada should use its;eat on the Security Council to ensure that the Council receives such assessments as a matter of



enforcement. Failing to provide such assistance risks underznining the credibîlity of sanctions
writ large.

a Enforcemnent efforts would be greatly assisted by the presence of sanctions assistance missions
(SAMs) in states adjacent to the target, and a sanctions communications centre (SAMCONDI~)
coordinating the overail effort. However, these missions require states to commit large amounts
of material and human resources.

*The regulations of sanctions commnittes should allow them to receive reports of sanctions
violations from members of the secretariat, as well as from member states.

a When charging a regional organization with the taslc of ùmplementing mandatory UN sanctions,
the Security Council must ensure that the organization in question possesses the political, will,
the material resources, and the, administrative competenc5. to do so effectively.



III. Factors Influencing the Effectiveness of Sanctions

Sanctions - penalties tbreatened or imposed as a declared Consequenc off the target's
failure to observe international standards or obligations' - are rarely effective in securing the type
of policy behaviour that is their stated objective. Indeed, Senders Off sanctions often do flot expect
these nicasures to have coercive effects: sanctions are often chosen as the 'least bad' policy
option, intended to satisfy a desire to, punish wrong-doers, or simply to 'do something' in an
emergent situation where the use of force is either inappropriate to the objective, or politically
unfeasible.

Nonetheless, sanctions can have coercive effects under certain conditions, and they may
also represent valuable means of deterrence, signalling, and norni-reinforcement. Furthermore,
when combined with a broader initiative of threats and/or inducements, the threat of sanctions
can be very effective - especially in a preventive (as opposed to an emergent) context. It is
therefore important to understand the conditions under which sanctions may have desirable



commodities. However, these factors have also made it tempting for senders to defect from a
sanctioning coalition, to cheat by engaging in illicit trade with the uarge:, or to sz.mply flot
support sanctions in the first place. This bas increased the difficulty of achieving sustained
cooperation bebind robust economic sanctions, i particular. It bas also, however, made sonie
states reluctant to impose even 'weaker' types of censure, lest they offend the target and sustain
damage to their bilateral commercial (or strategic) relationship.

As Margaret Doxey bas noted, states znay also be reluctant to support sanctions because
they fear the loss of a crucial import commodity, or they may fear that other non-sending states
wil reap "durable windfall gains" by taking advantage of the commercial vacuum to engage ini
trade with the uarget - thereby securing lasting commercial advantages.3 On a more sinister note,
states may also fear that their participation in a sending coalition will malce them a uarge: of
military, paramilitary, or terrorist activities by the uarget regime or other parties sympathetic to

A second major factor with implications for the multilateral approach to sanctions bas
been the end of the Cold War and of the associated stasis i the UN Security Council. The fact
that it is now more politically feasille to form a truly global sanctioning coalition bas given rise
to a widespread normative Preference for UN Security Council-mandated sanctions (which

of the



huxnanitarian impact are flot addressed, it will become increasingly diffiuit to gai utatea
support for sanctions.

The advantages of Security Council sanctions are clear: they are universal and
mandatory, and as such, they send out a strong message of condemnation, and they May increase
the target's difficulty in finding alternate export mnarkets and sources of goods and capital.
However, the UN has increasingly been called upon ta endorse sanctions imposed by regional
organizations such as the OAS (Haiti) and ECOWAS (Sierra Leone.) Indeed, there are
circuinstances under which sanctions imposed by a regional organization inay be preferable ta
UN mandated sanctions. First, if political wrangling makes it impossible ta craft strong sanctions
at the Security Council level, a unified regional organization may still see fit ta impose strnger
and potentially more effective measures. Second, if the target views the regional organization
in question as a generally friendly forum, it may be more likely ta cede ta its wishes tha ta
those expressed by the UN.

On the whole, however, sanctions adopted by regional organizations are less lilcely ta
prove effective. These organizations often laclc the capabilities of monitoring and enforcement
which are possessed (at least i theory) by the UN. Furthermore, in disputes involving humnan
rights and.civil disorder, neighbouring states sometimes bave cultural sympathies which niake
them reluctant ta censure their neighbours. Finally, these states are often the ones with the most'
to lose from an interruption off normal economic intercourse. As a resuit, they are unlilcely to
advocate strong sanctions except i cases where there is a clear threat ta the peace, i which
:ase the UN Security Coundil itself is most Iilcely ta act. Because of these factors, initiatives by
ýegionaI organizations to impose and supervise sanctions should be viewed with a healthy dose
)f slcepticism. Such endeavours should be monitored closely by the UN, ta ensure that these
)rganizations are placing concerns of international peace and security before their own, narraw
nterests.

To this point, oui discussion off multiiateralism has concentrated on cooperation between
ending states. Indeed, sanctions tend to be regarded as a state-centric phenomenon: imposed by
tates, they are usually intended ta influence state policy.4 While this conception is, in a sense,
rue, it fails ta capture the variety off actars and social forces which may be involved i the



characterized by a broad-based (if approxunate) confluenice of opinion anxong state and non-state

actors - can enhance the effectiveness of sanctions in several ways.5

First, states are - on balance - more lilcely to adopt and maintain strong sanctions to, the

extent that there is broad-based pressure from domestic and transnational interest groups,

corporations, and other NGOs to do so. ibis phenomenon is particularly salient with regard to

issue areas such as human rights and the environmeflt, wbich may flot fail under the traditional

purview of 'national security,' but which are characterized by higli levels of NGO and interest

group activity.

By demonstrating that the target reginie's bebaviour meets with the disapproval of civil

societal elements; as well as the governmeflts of sending states, complex multilateralismn can

enhance the credibility of the threat of sanctions, and reduce the likelihood of cheating and

defections. It can also contribute to the normative and rhetorical force of the senders' position,

by negating the idea that sanctions are solely an official, 'political' initiative. The cooperation

of state and non-state actors may also be of value to disseiitiuig elements in the target state and



punishing the target, supporting international norms, deterring other potential wrong-doers from
committing sinilar delicts, deterring the target from carrying out its policy, laying the
groundwork for the .use of force, or coercing the target to desist its objectionable behaviour.

a) Sanctions as punishment

fIe objectives of punishing the target and satisfying domestic demands for action are
closely related. Often, domestic audiences (usually in Western states) will demand that their
government 'do sometbing' as a reaction to a perceived outrage. To the extent that the public
dernands any action - rather than effective action - the mere imposition of sanctions may be
considered effective. Wbile titis point is somewhat banal when talcen by itself, it bears keeping
in mind because différent states rnay have différent objectives in -advocating sanctions. States
which are responding prixnarily to a superficial populaidemand. for action may be 1less likely to
provide initial and sustained support. for extensive measures, while those wbich are committed
to effectiveness - whether for electoral or principled reasons - will lllceIy be more willing to craft
and administer an effective package of measures, and to bear its ongoing costs.

In geveral, sanctions should not be imposed for solely punitive reasons. There is little
to gain from punishing a state in circunistances where no more constructive goal can be served,

eting activity



punitive measures may be ail the more keenly felt. The perception of bias is also important
because it can undennine general support for the idea of sanctions, frustrating the search for
multilateral consensus which may be sorely needed when a case arises in whicb sanctions
promise to be effective in more substantive ways.

b) Diffuse deterrence and norm-strengthening

Even if they are flot effective i coercing or deterring targets, sanctions may be valuable
because of their ability to deter potential wrong-doers other than the target, and boister
international norms of conduct. These two objectives are distinguished primarily by the âime
frame witbin wltich they operate. In the short- to medium-term, sanctions can signal to, potential
wrong-doers that. thinternational community will flot allow them to commit certain acts with--

ipity. This may affect the cost-benefit analysis exnployed by dccision-makers i these states.
It seemns lilcely that 'diffuse deterrence' of this sort benefits from its quiet, tacit character.
Whereas thc explicit threat or application of sanctions may cause the target to become resentfuI
and recalcitrant. thc diffuse threat of sanctions does flot suifer from this inmblenv T'Jri.inin-



The threat of sanctions can be useful in this regard, par ticularly if it is COflveyed in afln», quiet, and credible manner. Care should be taken to allow regines to maintain dignity inthe face of lilcely domestic pressures to resist the will of the international coflmuit. Positiveinducemnents wl2ich allow the regime to dIaim victory are very usefu.l for this purpose, as is theexercise of quiet diplomacy.8' Clearly, this may mean that formai deliberations in a highly publicforum such as the UN Security Council are ill-suited to the task of deterrence. Unfortely,it is difficuit to marshall a strong, coherent (and therefore credible) sanctioning coalition in aquiet and timely manner. This tension between credibility and quiet diplomacy makes deterrence
through sanctions especially difficuit.

It must also be noted that certain types of sanctions - particularly financial sanctions stichas asset freezes - are time-sensitive, and depend to a large extent on the element of surprise.This means that the threat of sanctions for purposes of deterrence may underniine theeffectiveness of those same sanctions once imposed. Also, it is characteristic of economic
sanctions in general that they talce thue before they begin to cause the target to feel pain. If aregime la oblivious to the potential long-term costs of these sanctions, their early imposition la
unlllcely to have the desired deterrent effect.

Finalfy, as the cases of Yugoslavia and Iraq have demonstrated, the deterrent value ofsanctions niay be increased if they are accompanied by the threat of force. This strategy la ofparticular use if quiet diploinacy bas failed, and if the actual imposition of sanctions bas notyielded compliance with the goals of the senders.

exists between silent inaction



this is the case, then multilateral support for both the use of force and for the continued use of
sanctions may erode.

Finally, sanctions may be intended to soften the target's resolve and its material
capabilities prior to the commencement of a military campaign.

e) Coercion: four 'modes of transmission'

t and effective administration,
as coercive measures are the <

s and the target. and the tyve



society, how can sanctions impose costs in a inanner that is experienced by relevant decision-
makers?

0f course, sanctions designed to cause change ini this manner may not achieve their goals.
Target decision-inalers may be irrational or ill-informed, and they may iniscalculate thie
consequences of their own course of action or of the actions of others (such as those iznposing
sanctions). Often, it is politically unfeasible or practically impossible to craft a package of
sanctions which is forceful enougli to cause rational decision-makers to change tlieir policies.
Even if titis is the case, it may stifi be possible for sanctions to positively influence target
behaviour through other means.

IL) Denia of Material Ca pacity

One such means involves denying the target the material capability to carry out the
objectionable behaviour. The most obviaus example of this strategy is the arms embargo. This
type of policy lias the advantage of flot relying upon a conscious decision by target policy-
makers. It is, ini a sense, a strategy of 'amputating anns' rather than 'twisting arms.'

Obviously, sucli a strategy is most lilcely to be effective i cases where the target's policy
is dependent on an imported material resource, and where the senders have control over the

- that



or it may produce a 'rally round the flac, effect,' causing the masses to resent the sanctions and
to glorify the 'brave' resistance of the target regime in the face of the apparent hostility of the
international community. Reglines also have a tendency to adjust to this type of strategy by
reallocating resources to key domestic constituencies, and using propaganda to convince the
masses that any decline in their welfare is due to forces externai to the state.

These dangers bighlight a point of general importance for policymakers considering the
imposition of sanctions: flot ail states and societies are the saine. The formulation of an effective
sanctions strategy demands a clear understanding of the culture and history of the target state,
and of the various socioecononiic relationships between the regime, elite groups, and the masses.

iv) Socialization through Normative Argument



of an efficient, domestically powerful authoritarian regime with a Xenophlobic leader, it May flotmatter that the masses in the target society have cultural ties or sympathies witli the senders.

3. Issue area under dispute

Sanctions are lilcely to be more effective i resolving crises i somte issue areas dmiaothers. This rcflects the fact that different issues will elicit varying responses both from targetregimes, and from potential members of a multilateral sending coalition.

a) Implications for multilateralismn

The UN Security Council can impose mandatory sanctions only when it detcrrnines thatthe situation in question poses a threat to international peace and stability. Ini general, sanctions
receive the highest level af multilateral support i response ta clear instances af intcrstateaggression involving a breach of territorial mntegrity. In the past-Cold War cra, however, thedefinition of a 'threat ta the peace' has expanded ta include illegal. seizures of power (e.g. Haiti),sponsorship of terrorism, (c.g. Libya), and situations of civil disorder and huinan rights abuseswhich have ýroduced or threaten to produce international consequences such as transboundary



effective in disputes involving minor issues that do flot affect the target country's territory,
security, wealth, or the regime's domestic security.-""' Nicholas Tracy argues that "the coercjve
force of econoniic sanctions is generally inadequate to affect the outcome of critical, time-urgent
developments in international relations. The difficulties to be overcome are so great that it may
only be useful to, conceive of coercive sanctions as a means of punishment and deterrence.N14
Indeed, as we have seen, a firm but quiet threat of sanctions may be useful as a deterrent even
against disputes involving core issue areas (such as North Korea's nuclear weapons programm~e),
particularly if deployed ini conjunction with positive inducements and / or a credible threat of
force.

Under most circurnstances, it is futile to, use high-profile measures in areas - such as
human rigbts or disputes over 'sacred' territory - which are charged with cultural significance.
However, as the case of South Africa demonstrates, if the regime i question désires to be
viewed as a resrDected member of Western socierv- then an extended nerf nc nf m~infill 1-siawk.



honour, anti-Western sentiment, and a desire for independence as factors Wbich can niale aregime and even a society less wiuing to entertain the idea of bending to the will of the outsideworld. ' As Pape notes, "Pervasive nationaism often malces states and societies willing toendure considerable punishment rather than abandon what are seefl as the interests of the nation,malcing even wealc or disorganized states unwilling to bend to the deinands of foreigners. "16 Forexample, Kosovo talces its importance to Serbs from the fact that it is viewed as the cradie Of
their civilization. As a resuit, the bulk of the Serb populace woUld viscerally resent sanctionsimposed by a 'hostile' international commuinity in the context of that dispute. In South Africa,
on the other hand, the blackc zajority supported the sanctions, wliile many Afrilcaaners were
psychologically distressed by the sanctions precisely because the measures were supported by
their Buropean 'cousins.' In general, sanctions are more effective when imposed by states which
are viewed by the target as 'friendly."

Another factor wbich affects a regime's ability to deal with sanctions is its capacity to
control the flow of information both into and within the state. A regime which is able to prevent
the inflow of accurate information regarding the senders' reasons for imposing the sanctions will
be more likely to quel opposition and construct a 'rally round the flag' effect in support of its
policies. For states which are ùntegrated into the global economic and information order, this will
be more difficuit. The existence of an entrenched opposition with tics to the outside world may
also ftustrate the regime's efforts at propaganda. As previously mentioned in the context of
South Afica, global civil society can play a key role in facilitating opposition activity within a
target state. If extensive bureaucratic, economic, and cultural relations exist between the target
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sanctions, and which support their core interests and those off their key supporters?2 For similar
reasons, embargoes tend to be ineffective in fostering mass revoit which might bring down the
regime. Depending on the resources in question, a strategy of reallocation may aiso allow the
state to frustrate sanctions intended ta deny it the materiai capability ta engage in its
objectionable policies.

According ta Doxey, "typicai advance action to reduce the effect of trade embargoes
includes stoclcpiling; the development off alternative sources off supply; the stimulation and
diversification off domestic production; contrai of strategic resources, and the deveiopment off
industriai substitutes.'13 To the extent that states are capable off employing these strategies and
off extracting resources from other sectors of society without endangeing their domestic power
base, they will most iikely be able ta witbstand the effects off an embargo.

Tracy notes that food, in particular, is a "poar ... target for economic warfare. Direct
and indirect substitution can reduce import requirements ta a 10w level. Famine is only likely
ta overtake a substantiai state as a resuit of its administrative failure.... Even when famine ham
resulted from foad corail, historic precedent does flot suggest that its political resuits will be
useful. ... "I For, as Dashti-Gibson argues, "nations which are weak ta begin with are easiiy
destabilized.by sanctions, while stronger states are relatively immune ta even very high cast
sanctions. "21

Pape has noted that "economic sanctions may be more effective against societies with
p-ytrpqwPlv iinnwii 4nnynm idcr4hintinnc" hé»uql-ç the reffime is unable to blame the Dlioeht off the

ane's



This discussion hlighlights the importance for senders of understanding the relationshipbetween the target regixne, its elite groups, and the masses. For exaniple, sanctions are oftenimposed i the hopes that the resultant economic pressures will cause elite groups to demand thiatthe target regime change its policies. [n the case of South Africa, financial sanctions were
successful in large part because they caused disconifort among business clites, thereby
contributing to a rift within the white establishmient.' Often, however, the elites depend on theregime for physical protection against a hostile populace, just as much as the regime dependson the elites for their support." (This relationship was evident i the case of Haiti.) Clearly,then, it is important for would-be senders to gauge the ability and willingness of the regime tophysically quel any opposition which may arise as a resuit of deprivation related to the
sanctions.

It is helpful to note that financial sanctions differ from trade sanctions with respect to themarket dynamics which they engender. As Carim. Kdotz and Lebicu note- hsinz nn rtAiae



important resources, they must be supported and enforced by key Commercial partners of thetarget state, the target must be heavily dependent on trade and/or investment for its economic
well-being, the target society mnust bave a robust opposition with access to, unbiased information,
the demands of the senders must flot offend the cultural sensibilities of the nmes, and the state
must find it difficuit to adjust in a way that mitigates the impact of the sanctions. Even wienthese conditions prevail, however, economic sanctions are lilcely to take months or ycars before
they yield substantive policy change. This fact may test the patience of the masses in the target
state, and of senders - many of whom rnay eventually wish to 'forget' the issue at hand and
ailow their citizens and companies to reap the gains of cngaging in commerce with thc target.

That having been said, trade embargoes may be more effective whcn they can,
succcssfuily stenm the flow 0f a resource - such as fuel 011 - that is nccessary i order for thc
target to carry ouit its objectionable policy. Finaily, embargoes and other economic measures
may represent an effective diffuse deterrent for third states, who may be lcss Iikely to, engage
i similar activities if they sec thc damage wbich ccononiic isolation can inflict.

It is also, important to consider Uic implications of comprehensive economic sanctions for
multilateral.cooperation among senders. Trade embargoes, in particular, tend to put tremendous
straidn on Uic cooperation that is so important to their success. Individuals and corporations -
particularly those i poor states bordcrig on Uic target - flnd it difficuit to resist thc profits to,



Russian corporations, means that Security Council members may be lilcely to approve such
measures in future cases.

The debate concerning sanctions has therefore shifted to one of Iiow to construct and
implement 'targetted' or 'designer' sanctions - measures designed to impose high costs on
relevant target elites, while sparing the masses the impact of more comprehensive measures.
This section considers the potential of these measures, and the problems associated with their
application.

i) Freezîzzg Assets



Secrecy, and the timely sharing off intelligence aniong relevant parties are crucial to their
success.' 6

While assets freezes have met with considerable enthusiasm, among policyinakers, theacademic consensus is that these measures are not lilcely to be very effective, given thepredilection off target elites to engage i looting and other innovative me=n off replacinginaccessible ffunds. Assets freezes are attractive priznarily because they slow states to feel thatthey are 'doing sometliing' about a problem in a way that is sure to cause some directinconvenience to target clites, while flot harrning innocent civulians i the target state. Forprecisely these reasons, assets freezes will play a legitimate and increasingly prominent role ifuture episodes off sanctions. Canada may therefore wish to contribute to the effectiveness offthese measures by encouraging cooperation among political and corporate actors, pushing forthe international bannonization off domestic laws concerning assets freezes, facilitating the timelysharing off intelligence data regarding ownership of assets, and increasing the dissemination off
relevant tecbnology and technical expertise.

Ui) TraveZ / visa sanctions

Other popular targetted measures are travel bans and visa sanctions, applied variously toleaders and clites of the target state, their families, and their associates. Recent experience with
~hese measures i Sierra Leone - and the fraqi leadership's strong reaction to the tbreat off;innilar measures i October, 1997 - demonstrate that these sanctions can exercise a surprisingly



choice li their support for the policy in question, this measure can be valuable li softening
resistance to a negotiated settlement.

It should be obvious that travel bans and visa sanctions -3 as ophisticated forms of insult
wlûch will increase the target's level of isolation - should be applied only when it appears as
though there is no chance of pursuing cordial negotiations with the existing regime. There are
instances where the denial of legitimacy implicit i a travel ban« might provolce an angry
baclclash, or cause ongoing negotiations to break down. Furthermore, where there is no viable
opposition li the target state, this sort of insuit may pose an unnecessary obstacle to, the eventual
and inevitable resumption of more constructive forms of engagement. lI brief, then, these
sanctions are most appropriate i situations where quiet diplomacy and the threat of sanctions
have failed, where the threat of military force is being used sinxultaneously, and where the
regime needs to enhance its image of iternational legitimacy i order to survive domestically.

ii) Diplomatic sanctions

Much of the same cari be said of sanctions which exclude the target from engaging li
normal diplomatic relations i the context of a bilateral relationshiv or a multilateral forum.



axigst to the populace of the target.' It can. also be useful to threaten Or actuallY prevent a
sporting or cultural event from. taking place on the soil of the target state, if this measure is
publically linlced with the offending policy. These measures wil be mont effective where the
target population takes special pride in its activities in the entertainment or sporting reainis, and
when it perceives itself as part of the cultural group that is. dcnying it the opportunity to
participate ini these activities.

On the oUier hand, such measures are sometimes inadvisable when States are pursuing
carcfully crafted, long-terni strategies of cultural engagement with a target that is suspicious of
thc outside world. In these situations, sporting or cultural bans may still bc useful, but only if
they can be targetted toward specific groups or venues which are identified with Uic offending
policy (c.g. a boycott on performing in whitc-only venues in South Africa, or a ban which
excludes only state-sponsorcd teanis from travelling abroad.)

Sports and cultural bans are particularly amenable to a holistic strategy of sanctioning
wl3ich emphasizes Uic role of non-state actors. Therefore, they may be pursued by goverunents
wisbing to enhance and exploit popular support for sanctions ini order to increase the compliance
of the business conimunity with other, more concrete measures. Thcy also represent a useful
means of demonstrating solidarity with opposition groups in Uic target.

v) Arms emlxirgoes

States bave long recognized Uic value of arms cmbargoes and sanctions against other
niilitary niateriel. These measures are most effective when they impair thc targct's ability to
defend itself from internal or external threat. They may also rerresent a iainful blow to a



hard to monitor and slow to bite. In some cases, it may be possible to
comprehensive list of dual-use items that may have military significance an
As we will see in subseauent sections. the vrocess of identifving dual-u

V. Sanctions in context



begin by iinposing relatively strong measures, while holding both carrots and bheavier- stickcs
in reserve.

It is also wise to think twice before imposing draconian sanctions because it May be
difficult to maintain a consensus behind these measures over the long terni. Multilateral support
is a necessary element of credible sanctions, and if the measures initially imposed cannot sustain
this support long enough for them to be effective, then the sending coalition will weaken. This
will lilcely undermine the credibility and effectiveness of the measures.

Should sanctions fail to achieve their coercive objectives, it may be difficult for senders
to lift them without a loss of face. Since sanctions rarely achieve their stated policy goals,
senders must pay attention to the lilcely 'endgame' on both the international and domestic fronts.
As the United States bas discovered with its sanctions against Cuba, certain sanctions can
produce conflicting imperatives:, they may be both ineffective and costly in strategic; and
economic ternis, but virtually impossible to lift for electoral reasons. States must be aware of
the potential for these problems when they formulate their initial policies, and develop a clear
exit strategy. Would-bc senders should familiarize themselves with the domestic Dolitical

where consensus



Iong-term pressure. 42 Nonetheless, the perception that long-terrn sanctions are'ineffective leads
to problerns for multilateral cooperation.

These issues - which have been most clearly evident i the case of Iraq - have helped to
produce significant trends i recent Security Council debate concerning sanctions. First, fearing
that their commercial interests will be disrupted indefinirely, Council members have been more



coercive force. Finally, many senders would fmnd it politically unpalatable to remove santions
in the absence of some moderation ini the target's beliaviour. Nonetheless, time-limited sanctions
represent a means of imposing concrete costs i a relatively nuanced manner. They are therefore
worth exploring, particularly when difficulties of gaining consensus make it ail but impossible
to impose other substantive measures.

c) Carrots, sticks, and carrot sticks

This discussion lias outlined niany factors which should be talcen into account when
deciding whether or flot to impose sanctions, and ini designing an appropriate programme of
sanctions. However, it is imperative to envision sanctions ini the context of a broader menu of
diplomatic options, ranging from inaction, through constructive engagement, positive
inducements, and the tbreat and use of force. Whether to use sanctions alone, in combination
with other measures, or not at ail, is a question whose answer wiil depend on the particulars of
the problem at hand. However, it is possible to make a few broad generalizations about the



Sometimes, sanctions are imposcd and maintained ini an arbitrary and atavistic fashion,
when force is already present and doing its job adequately. For exaniple, the current sanctions
against Iraq are often justificd on the grounds that they are responsible for pressuring the fraqis
into granting UNSCOM the ability to, investigate Iraq's weapons capabilities. In truth, it seems
certain that the economic: sanctions against Iraq could be dropped - a move which would improve
the plight of the Iraqi people and ease relations between the P-5 - without depriving UNSCOM
of its access. The kev is to maintain. the clear and credible threat of fàrce5 T t is imnolitir- to



preferences, or whether tiiey can provide the good that is sought by the target in a different, less
objectionable manner.

For example, concerns of security and energy autonomy lay at the foundation, of North
Korea's nuclear weapons programme.' 7 By supplementing the threat of sanctions (economic,
diplomatic, and military) with the promise of carrots including fuel oil, nuclear reactors, and the
norinalization of relations, the U.S. was able to extract significant concessions from the North
Koreans. This strategy of threat coupled with 'inducement tiurough substitution' would flot have
worked bad it depended exclusively on Éither carrots or sticks: it required both.

It is desirable to entice the uarge: of a positive inducement strategy to 'bite' into a carrot
that is ongoing, and which can be used as a stick if necessary. For example, the U.S. could
threaten to withhold or reduce yearly transfers of oil to North ICorea should the latter fail to,
comply with its disarmament commitinents. Note, however, that both parties can b ecome equaily
dependent on carrots such as open, trading arrangements. As a resuit, the 'sender' may be
politically umwilling to use this relationship as a negative sanction, given the costs associated
with doing so. The fuel oil example works because North Korea benefits disproportionately from,
receiving the oil, whereas the U.S. would not lose money by ceasing these transfers.

There are, of course, many limitations to strategies involving positive iniducements.
Somerimes. i will he imno.uibhle to chanLye the tarLyet rezime's mind. or to Ève it what it wants



Another strategy involving positive inducements is that of constructive engagement. Thiis
mnvolves engaging in a long-terni relationship of open trade and dialogue with the target, usual•iy

aimed at improving its human rights practices and liberalizing its economy. Lavin notes six
arguments in favour of constructive engagement:

egrowth [tbrough engagement] destabilizes the traditional order by creating "increased
diversity - of occupation and status.... Neither highly centralized rule nor self'-sufficient

localism is any longer adequate; authority must be divided and sbared in complex ways."

e prosperity creates a group that seeks greater political freedoins



IV. Collateral Damage

1. Humanitarian Consequences of Sanctions

a) Humanitarian impact

1With the exception of sporting and cultural sanctions and carefuily targetted flight bans
and visa denials, almost ail sanctions have the potential to cause or exacerbate humanitarian
suffering. The speciflc humanitarian eifects off sanctions - and their political implications - willoff course depend largely on the nature off the sanctions and off the target state. Hlowever, it is
possible to note some general patterns. First, flot everyone in the target state wiil suifer equaily,or ini the same way, because off sanctions. Sanctions tend to cause the most harm to the most
vuinerable segments of the population, as dlites try to compensate for their own bardship and
mitigate their political difficulties by extracting relatively greater amounts off resources from, a
shrinlcing pool.'

Some sectors off the target society are lilcely to benefit from sanctions, as they engage in
black-marketeermng. Depending on the structure off the target economy, even some law-abiding
Iower- or middle-class citizens may flnd themselves i a position to gain from the sanctions -
or at least to, insulate themselves 'more Muiy from their eifects. For example, fraq's considerable
agricultural capacity lias enabled many fraqi farmers to benefit from reduced imports off food
Mnder the sanctions regime, even as urban dweilers bave been fforced to seil their belongings ini
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Economic developmfent may be reversed or so retarded by economnic coercion as
to be irreversible. Sanctions can place a society in a state off permanent crisis due
to dispiacement off labor (through migration) or changes in the mix of the factors
off production. They can stimulate development of a parallel (or illegal) market
for goods and concomitant corruption and criminality, producing vested i nterest
ini keeping various economic sectors off the country monopolies or oligopolies
even in a postsanctions environment.-

It should be stressed that even targetted financial sanctions can have the effect of encouraging
target states to engage in import substitution industrialization (151) programmes, thereby
undermining both the sanctions and long-terni efforts to integrate the state into the global
economy. This can undercut carefully nurturd programmes aimed at changing the policies off
the target through constructive engagement."8

The long-tcrm economic effects of sanctions both reinforce and are reinforced by their
social effects. For example, sanctions often force children to quit school ini an effort to help their
families to cope with economic deprivation. Many off these cbildren do flot retura to school after
thc sanctionq have.ended, a fact which is liloely to interrupt the process off social and economic
development in tie target. 'Thrqugh their combined effects on the systems off education, welfare
justice, and Uic economy, sanctions can contribute to structurally-entrenched ciminalization off



the goals of senders, this suffering should be minimized wherever possible. eL On the other hand,
if the opposition ini t.he target state can credibly dlaim that the masses are willing to endure a
certin degree of sanctions-related privation in order to achieve their goals, tItis should also be
taken into account by senders. 61

As we have seen, comprehensive economic sanctions are unlilcely to be effective unless
they have the support of the bullc of the target population. Considering titis fact, it should be
apparent that the pursuit of effective sanctions and the minimization of humanitarian impact are
flot liloely to be mutually exclusive goals. Where sanctions directly or indirectly malce it difficult
for rnany people to survive, they are extremely unlilcely to produce the effects which are sought,

inhumane wiUl
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Hunianitarians - and, by extension, the intended recipients of aid - are affece by he
imposition of comprehensive economic sanctions in several ways. Economic embargoes can
cause increased demand for aid, even as they limit the availability of relief supplies. This
scarcity of resources may compel aid organizations to reconfigure their procurement strategies -

for example, by purcbasing food outside the state and transporting it over long distances - in
ways that lead to less efficient use of fuuds. Embargoes, particularly if they are flot accompanied
by appropriate and efficient hinanitarian exemptions procedures, can delay the arrivaI of relief
supplies tbrough legitimate channels. As a result, relief agencies are forced to purchase goods
on the blackc markcet. They rnay have to smuggle goods into the target state, often paying bribes
ini order to do so. Bans on international anid domestic flights also have the potential to lead to
inefficiencies and delays in the deployment of aid.

Sanctions often alter the political environnient witbin the target in ways which' malce it
dangerous for humanitarians to conduct their duties. Target govemnments and paramnilitaries may
flot appreciate or value the distinction between those members of the international community
cbarged with the taslc of implementing a strategy of coercion, and those who are attempting to
provide aid ta civilian populations. While this 1type of hostility bas the- potential to affect al
humagnitarians, it presents special difficulties for memibers of UN relief agencies, who may be



attack. Given the strategic importance of aid resources and the political importance of ensuring
that sanctions-related suffering is minimized, it is ixnperative that states explore ways to protect
relief missions.

Second, some of the tactics employed by these organizations - such as obtaining supplies
on the blackc market - niay in fact, strengthen the targets of sanctions, who are then in a better
position to oppress the recipients of aid and continue to pursue the policies which the sanctions
are intended to overturn.1 This is ail the more problematic given that relief organizations have
flot demonstrated an aptitude for coordinating policy among theznselves. These organizations
differ in their mandates, their guiding principles, and their degree of professionalism. These
différences can lead to duplication of services, inefficient allocation of resources, and even
situations in which some aid organizations are worlcing at cross-purposes to the political goals
of senders. More accountability and better coordination among relief organizations is called for.
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very act of sanctioning is likely to create problezns for humanitarians. Security Council members
should therefore seek the advice of members of the humanitarian conmiunity when planning,
designing, executing, and monitoring ail types of sanctions. Certain weil-respected organizations
such as the International Conunittee of the Red Cross, and Medecins Sans Frontieres, shlould
have the ability to address the Council directly, whether their opinions are soliciteci or flot. As
a member of the Council, Canada should at ail tines ensure that the views of these organizations
are considered by the fMi Coundil.

For their part, relief organizations must recognize that the means which they use to
provide assistance to endangered civilians can conflict with the goals of the sanctions in ways
which are counterproductive to the long-term goals of ail concerned. Humanitarians must be
wiling to liaise with states, and soffl of them need to develop their information-gathering and
policy-analysis capacities i order to facilitate this taslc. Aid groups must also be more wiiling
to engage mn efforts to coordinate a roughly consistent policy stance among theinselves.

d) The Security Council and the politics of humanltarianisni

If it wishes to respond seriously to the huaiainimplications of sanctions, the
Sccurity Council should undertace reforin four areas. First, it should establish a more speciflc
list of generic humanitarian exemptions, which could then be adjusted to fit the particulars of
each case. Second, it should reform the process by which humanitarian exemptions are

wiu



exemptions for medical supplies and foodstuffs intended for humanitarian use, but applicationsto import goods under these exemptions must be approved by the relevant sanctions committee 6
This process has been widely criticized as slow and inconsistent, although there is broadagreement that it has become somewhat more efficient of late. In n2rt-i,1. .. 1. --_
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Second, the sanctions cominittees should adopt a decentralized, streaminfed, process of
approving exemptions. This would involve the publication of 'reference lists' of exempted and
prohibited conimodities. Importers would register their shipments with a monitoring station on
the border of the target state, and inspectors would verify the content of the shipment and
accompany it to its destination. The combination of decentralization, on-site monitoring, and
explicit reference lista would ftee the sanctions coinmittee to deal only with questionable or
borderline applications for exemptions.

Third, the Council should ensure that the sanctions committees are provided with enougli
staff and resources to discharge their responsibilities ini a timely and effective inanner. Similarly,
where the Council charges a regional organization with the responsibility of administering the
exemptions programme, it should ensure that the organization bas the resources, administrative
competence, and political wil necessary to establish and effectively maintain the programme. 68



First, pre-assessments can aid the Council ini designing sanctions that are likely to be effective
and humane. The more such assessinents are carried out, the better they will be able to predict
the effects of future sanctions. Second, the act of pre-assessment can serve as a politically useful
t.breat, warning the target that its policies rnay lead to the imposition of sanctions. The down-side
to this is that a government firmly committed to its objectionable policies can talce advantage of
such a warning to prepare for the imposition of sanctions. Third, objective assessments inake
it more difficuit for extremist critics of sanctions - both within and outside the target - to use
spurious data i an effort to undermine specific measures, or the institution of sanctions i

Given
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econoznists, and area experts. They therefore provide a less satisfactory foundation for ho0listicreviews of sanctions that might be used for long-range strategic and huinanitarian planning. Theyare also ill-suited to serve as models for systematic pre-assessments and re-assessments in future
cases.

In addition to requesting quick hunianitarian impact assessments, the Security Councilshould therefore malce it a priority to undertace more coznprehensive reviews of ongoingsanctions episodes. It should solicit opinions from a wide range of experts, both ini the target andfromn the international academic, NGO, and policy communities. These reports should beassembled under the auspices of OCHA, which is developing a reputation for providing
relatively objective data.

It is also important that Council members act individually and col.lectively to instigatequiet, informai, pre-assessments of possible target states as soon as they realize that a crisis has.the potential. to take shape. This is vital because, i a crisis situation, the need for a swiftinternational response can make it impossible for the Council to request and wait for a formaipre-assessment prior to imposing sanctions. In order to accompllsh this task, greater cooperation
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sense that it is both possible and appropriate for the Coundil to do more dma it bas in the paxt
to address the huinanitarian consequences of sanctions.

2. Compensating7 third states: The problem of Article 50

As we noted in our discussion of multilateral cooperation, the costs associated with
sanctions can be quite high for senders and other non-target states. Realizing this, Uic framers
of the UN Charter stipulated in Article 50 that states experiencing "special cconornic problems"
as a rcsult of Security Council-niandated preventive or enforcement measures "shail have thc
right to consuit thc Security Coundil with regard to a solution of Uiose problems."

In practice, the Article 50 procedure bas proven ineffectual. The right to "consuit" thc
Council does flot entail thc right to be compensatcd, and indeed, thc Council bas flot seen fit to
take on this more oncrous taslc. Compensation for third states has been deait with in an informai,
ad hoc manner, with the effect that only strategically important states are compensated, and evcn
then, only some of tic time.74

Despite calls from developing states and from former Secretary General Boutros Boutros-
Ghali,7' littie progress bas been made in strengthening Éither the procedures of consultation
under Article 50, or in addressing Uic matter of compensation in more substantive ways.
Devcloped states, and particularly Uic P-5, have strongly resisted efforts toward this end.
Stremlau notes: "the major Western powers objected ... on Uic grounds that [strengUiened, Article
50 procedures] would restrict the freedom of Uic Security Council to act and would be toc,



permanent members of the Council are likely to be instrumental in this regard. Furthermore, the
humnanitarian assessinent mechanisms applied to target states could might also be applied to third
states, at the discretion of the Council.
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V. Administering and Enforcing UN Sanctions

There have been numerous surveys of the administrative deficiencies Of United Nations
sanctions, and numerous suggestions regarding how to address these probles 77To this point,
littie progress bas been made toward this end. In addition to the political obstacles to reform
noted at the end of the preceding section, there are two main reasons why reformi bas been
elusive.; First, many of the proposed measures are costly in terms of human and fiscal resources.
While some reforms are purely procedural, these must be supplemented by more cost-intensive
efforts at monitoring and enforcement if they are to yield substantive gains i effectiveness.

Second, as several sources indicated i off-the-record interviews, there is likeIy to be
littie enthusiasmi for reform efforts until the sanctions against Iraq bave been lifted. The duration,
cost, perceived ineffectiveness, and huimanitagrian consequences of these measures bave led to
endeznic cynicism about sanctions i general. And yet, despite the widespread knowledge that
bold reforms are needed, it seems unlikely that the P-5, i particular, will support reformi efforts
until the Iraq experience bas passed into history.

Despite the lack of appetite for wholesale institutional cbanges, there are several process
reforms which can and should be implemented in the interimn. This section surveys a wide
variety of proposed reforins, and places special empbasis on those which seem most likely to
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experts are flot Iikely to be of much use in providing carefully considered sanctions strategies
ini a timely manner. Middle-power states including Canada should contribute to the creation of
a permanent sanctions strategy unit under the auspices of an existing institute for preventive
diplomacy. Sucli a teami would benefit from a more stable personnel roster, cumulative
institutional. memory, shared intelligence resources, a politically low profile relative to the UN
secretariat, and the ability to liaise both with governments and secretariat personnel.

The proposed sanctions strategy unit would gather information~ from a variety of sources -

and for a variety of purposes - noted throughout this study. lIs most obvious purpose would be
to monitor potential crisis spots, formulate appropriate sanctions strategies, and relay this
information to member states. These states, ideally, would use this information to influence
Security Coundil debate once the Council decided to become seized of the matter i question.
Ini addition to providing information on the most effective strategies, the unit could also engage
ini preassessments of the humanitarian consequences of sanctions. Once sanctions were
imaplemnented, the strategy unit would continue to provide policy analysis to member states and
to the secretariat. The holistic, long-terni perspective offered by the unit would complement -

rather tdm duplicate or compete with - the more temporal analyses undertaken by OCRA, for
example.

re legally
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2. Enhancine national-level capacity

Sanctions must ultimately be imiplemented and enforced by the member states of the
sanctioning body. As was previously noted, states differ in their wiingness and ability to
perform these tasks. Some states lack the clear legisiative and executive procedures whichi would
enable the efficient implementation of UN-mandated sanctions. Doxey notes that a proposai bas
been made to elicit general information from states about their sanctions procedures. 1 As a low-
cost precursor to more constructive action, this proposai should certainly be followed Up.

States must also, do a better job of providing the secretariat with information about their
concrete efforts to carry out speciflc sanctions. Currently, only a small number of states pravide
purpartedly Mui disclosures of their efforts i this area. Many countries find these reporting
requirements irritating and presumptuaus, and admit that there is flot much that they cari do ta
prevent their exporters from trying ta circumvent trade sanctions. While this criticism. points to
the paramount significance af enforcement at Uie border af a target state, it also indicates a lack
of appreciation among member states for thc raie which Uic UN secretariat plays ini coordinating
sanctions efforts.

The Security Cauncil must recagnize that it, too, will have ta malce an effort in arder ta
enhanice states' capacities ta carry aut sanctions. Promising ideas include the dcvelopment ai
model sanctions legisiation for member states, and careful attention ta thc craffing of clear,
explicit resolutions which address, rather than evade, issues which states find ambiguaus (e.g.
what canstitutes a legitimate humanitarian exemption.) These reforins wauld give states a better
idea af wbat is expected ai Uiem when Uiey are aslced ta implement sanctions.

As this studv bas made clear. however. Drocedural chanizes cari only marginally increase
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resources. 8 S tremlau therefore suggests that these middle powers establish a 'collective measures
conimittee' aimed at exploring options for sanctions reforin and building support for the
implementation of these reforms. The experience with the recent landniines treaty suggests tliat
the effectiveness of such a 'sanctions forum' would be greatly enhanced by the active
involvement of NGOs and other elements of civil society.

This study bas demonstrated that there is littie appetite among the P-5 for meaningful
reform of sanctions Dpolicv and administration. Absent such volitical will. the idea of a sanctions

currently beimg
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only states - flot members of the secretariat - could report suspected violations. This should not
be allowed to happen agamn.

4. Coordination and communication

Multilateral sanctions programmes are extremely complex, multi-level bureaucratic
operations. Obviously, their successful execution depends on coordination and communication
among aud between levels. The aforemeutioned SAM/SAMCOMM mission macle great strides
iu this regard, partly because of its use of computers; and satellite communications, partly
because it utilized existing bureaucratic apparatus wherever appropriate (e.g. the EU customs
office), aud not toast because of the presence of effective liaisons between SAMs and their host
govemnments, the Yugoslavia sanctions comniittee, the UN secretariat, and the Security Coundil
members.

However, coordination means more than just haviug enough of the right people tallcing
to one another on the right equipment. It also entails a clear division of powers and
responsibilities between levels. The Security Council must clearly define what level of
bureaucracy is responsible' for which taslcs, it must route Article 50 applications to the
appropriate forum, aud it must be willing te serve as the court of last resort regarding
huinanitarian exemptions.8Y It must clearly define the responsibilities of relevant regional
organizations, and assess realistically their competence te perform those tasks. Finally, in
matters where the meaniug of a resolution is iu ueed of clarification, the Coundil must either
accept the rote of final arbiter, or clearly elucidate the procedures by which the sanctions
committee is to inale such iud-aements.
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The roundtable was held at DFAIT headquarters on 17 July, 1998. David Malone (DG,

Global and Human Issues, DFAIT) and Nasreen Bhimani (Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy

Developruent) welcomed thec participants to this opportunity to contribute to the development of

Canada's policy regarding United Nations sanctions. Mr. Malone situated the discuss;ion within

the context of Canada's caxnpaign for UN Security Council membership, and expressed the hope

that the roundtable would further Canada's efforts to bring a distinctive, pro-active approach to,

the Council.

Prof. David Black (Dalhousie University) opened the first session with a surnary of

the backcground paper, "United Nations Sanctions: Policy Options for Canada," prepared by

Banry Burciul (University of Toronto). Prof. Black drew attention to the challenge of crafting

sanctions which are guided by concerns of effectiveness and huinanitarian impact, rather than

a desire on the part of governments to, "do something. « He cited the "agmateuri h" nature of past

sanctions regimes as evidence of the urgent need for reform, while noting thec daunting obstacles

First, while



Prof. Black then highlighted several themes raised in the background paper whjich, he

saîd, deserved the attention of the participants. These themes were: the prevailing pessixi

surrounding comprehensive economic sanctions and the attendant enthusiasm for targetted

sanctions, the symbolic importance of sanctions, the lack of evidence that sanctions are effective

as direct coercive measures, the idea that force is sometimes both more effective and more

humane than sanctions, and the importance of mitigating the humanitarian impact of sanctions

for instrumental (as well as ethical) reasons. Prof. Black concluded by outlining several areas

in which reforin efforts might profitably be undertaken: enhancing coordination and

communication among actors responsible for planning and adniinistering sanctions, promoting

pre- and re-assessment of the political and huinanitarian effects of sanctions, streamlining the

process for approving huma nitarian exemptions to tracte embargoes, and encouraging national-

level legal and administrative reforms aimed at helping states to impose sanctions more quicly



She then identified four "new concemns" whîch are germnane to the debate about sanctions

reform. First, state and non-state actors have become more concerned with the humanitarian

impact of sanctions. Second, there lias been growing interest ini fmne-tuning targetted sanctions

so that they produce concrete effects on target elites. Third, UN sanctions coxnmittees have corne

under criticism because of their secrecy, inexpediency, and the axnount of work which they

produce for non-permanent Council members. Fourth, non-permanent members of the Council

bave become increasingly restive concerning the dominance of the P-5 over issues pertaining to

sanctions. That notwithstaxiding, Prof. Doxey stressed that reform efforts must have the approval

of the P-5, and must address the fundamental problems; of a lack of funding and personnel at the

UN level.

The floor was then opened for a gencral discussion of sanctions. PiclIdng up on the

themes of legitimacy and resources, David Malone noted that the UN Security Council does flot

lkmuà ihp 410bnatiT2t' imnnsit ion of sanctions: orizanizations sucli as the



contribution made by sanctions in South Africa and Serbia, argued that sanctions alone are rarely

successful in bringing about policy change. However, in that they are often imposed by

governinents desperate to "do something," sanctions are almost always successful - in that

narrow sense - sùmply by virtue of their existence. She also suggçsted that sanctions are rarely

designed and implemented ini a manner consistent with the task of bringing about reform in the

target state; rhetoric notwitbstanding, sanctions are seen as blunt instruments of direct controi.

David Malone concurred with the idea that sanctions are often imposed for domestic

political reasons. He uoted tliat, while Canadians are typically against the use of military force

as an instument of statecraft, they tend to support the long-terni use o! sanctions despite the

considerable hunianitarian impact which such measures entail.



the course of sanctions, given that they - and flot the P-5 - serve as chairs of the various

sanctions cominittees.

David Malone then criticized the Security Council for failing to design sanctions with

a view to the type of regime it is attemptmgc to influence. Ini particular, lie argued, the Council

members; tend flot to distinguish between states in which public opinion may serve to change

policy, and those ini which flic voice of flic people is viewed by flic regime as irrelevant. Nigel

Fisher (Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development) agreed, arguing that states have rarely

tried to rntegrate sanctions into a comprehensive diplomatic strategy. Toward this end, Prof.

Doxey suggested that it would b. desirable to assess the likely political and hwnanitarian effects

of sanctions before iniposing tliem. This information, she suggested, would allow policy-makers

to approach the design of sanctions strategically.

The discussion then proceeded to consider a number 0f points about thic mecbanics of

sanctions. Douglas Forsythe (Legal Adviser, UFAIT noted that, in cases involving financial

sanctions, the need to conduct pre-asscssments is complicated by the need to impose sanctions

auicklv.. i order to lirevent tarzets from anticiD)atiniz and evadinRZ measures sucli as assets



on the most vuinerable target populations, including womnen and children. Furthermnore, they

often produce permanent effects - such as impaired physical and mental development due to

malnutrition - which cannoe be reversed following the lifting of sanctions. Mr. Hubert called into

question the idea that sanctions-related civilian pain produces political gain. Indeed, he argued,

civilian pain is often exploited by the target regime in an effort to foster resentment toward the

international community. With regard to humanitarian exemptions, Mr. Hubert advocated the

adoption off blanlcet exemptions which would allow humainitarian organizations to bypass the

normal approval process.

Mr. Hubert also poited out that the NGO community, which once favoured sanctions

as a constructive alternative to the use of force, lias now largely reversed this position. Carolyn

McAskie picked up on this theme, noting that there is very little that a target can do to evade

the use off force. She agreed that the public should be challenged to revisit the notion that

sanctions are flot necessarily harmful, while force is inherently so. Patrick Wittmnann (IMO)



uconstruct" a pariah i tie eyes of other states, given that so many of these states view the

Council itself as fundamentally unrepresentative and ilegitimate.

Eric Hoskins argued that Canada, if elected to the Council, must force that body to

acknowledge the inevitable huinanitarian consequences of its actions. He strongly advocated

efforts to promote a "standing Iist" of hurnanitarian exemptions to trade embargoes, and to

undertake humanitarian preassessments as a matter of course. David Malone agreed, noting also

that it is important to institutionalize the provision of information to the Council i order to

prevent Council memibers fromn choosing to ignore unpalatable facts.

Carolyn McAskIe cited the case of Rwanda as an instance in which humanlitarian

information did flot reach the Council. She noted that i the case of Zaire, however, Canada was

successful i getting UN military and political planners to heed the advice of humanitarian

ateecies. She arL2ued that similar efforts must ke undertalcen i the futur if the Council is to



ensure that aid supplies reach their intended recipients. Nigel Fisher echoed these concerns,

noting that humanitarian agencies require capacity and access if they are to perform the tasks

which states expect of them.E

Following a break for lunch, participants were asked to consider the recent nuclear tests
.4

by India and Pakistan as a test case for the imposition of UNSC sanctions. Andras Vamos- '0

Goidman began the session by providing an overview of the diplomatic events wbich followed

the Indian test. His account emphasized the political cleavages between those advocating a strong

response, and thase who were unwilling to take a bard-Uine agaizist India for political reasons.

Mr. Vamos-Goidmaân also autlined a series of general conditions which would enable

Canada to take Uic lead role in responding to a siznilar situation, should one arise during aur

term on the Council. First, he argued, Canada would require timely political and mnhitaryE

intelligence and high-level connections to Uic parties involved. Second, in order to, fadilitate a

Swift respanse (thereby increasing Canada's ability ta influence the course of the Council's

response) there must be short, tight decision-malcing lines within the Canadian palicy-making

apparatus. Third, Canada must be able ta gauge the mood of Uic international comxnunity, ini

aider ta promote a politically viable approach ta the problema at hand. Finally, Canada is MostE

lilcely ta prove effective when it is viewed as a credible actor with regard ta the issue under

consideration. 0

Ingrid Hall (D.G. Sauth and Southeast Mia Bureau) then provided an account of thc N

events surrounding the India-Palcistan case. Ms,. ýIall noted that Canada developed thc tactic of

talcng aid maney intended for India %and holding it out to Pakistan as a positive incentive ta

refr-ain from conducting nuclear tests. However, she expressed frustration at Canada's inability

8



to get the G-8 to agree on a coherent position, and noted that under such circumstances it may

be necessary to act on a bilateral or unilateral basis.

Various participants noted that, ironically, the Security Council is ill-equipped to craft

a multilateral programme of positive incentives in order to forestail an incipient tbreat to.the

peace, such as that posed by India and Pakistan. The general sense was that the case was ill-

suited to a sanctions-based approach for several reasons: the gravity of the challenge which

India's test posed to Pakistan, the weakness of the Pakistani govemnment relative to its military,

the degree of nationalist fervour on both sides, the absence of internai opposition to testing in

Éither state, the tact that the issue at stake was a core matter of national security, and the

political cleavages which made it impossible for the international community to present a united

front.

The final session of the seminar was opened by Rod Bell (D.G. International

Organizations Bureau, DFAMT. Prom the preceding discussions, Mr. Bell derived two sets of

proposals for sanctions reformn which Canada might pursue during a termn on the Security

Council. The first was a set of general goals, including: developing a framework of hunianitarian

principles governing the use of sanctions, improving the admiisratve capacity of sanctions

committees, codifying the procedures for the implementation of sanctions, developing a more

effective apparatus for gathering and disseminating information regarding target states,

improving the implementation of targeted-.sanctions, encouraging the use of other diplomatic

*I,.* "1^11A ,c2.u nrnn nnd formine a "sanctions forumn "in which



The second group of proposais centered on the humnanitarian aspects of sanctions. They

included proposais to create a generic list of humanitarian exemptions to trade embargoes, to

ixnprove the process for assessing the humanitarian impact of sanctions, and to enhance the UN's

capacity to monitor the humanitarian situation i target states and to ensure that humanitarian

supplies reach their intended targets.

The floor was then opened for a general, concluding discussion. Patrick Martin (Globe

and Mail) drew attention to the central role of public opinion i determining the sanctions

policies of sending states. Hie argued that we must concentrate on educating the public about the

impact of sanctions, and presenting them with viable alternatives. Only i this way can we hope

to satisly the political imperative to "do something" in a manner that is compatible with the

imperatives of effectiveness and humanitarianism. Mr. Martin advocated efforts to bring

targetted sanctions to the attention of the public. Richard Garfield argued that the dissemination

of information regarding the effects of sanctions - and about violations of sanctions - is a kcey

precondition of intelligent discourse i both civil society and i policy circles.

Talcing another perspective on the impact of domestic politics, Douglas Forsythe noted

that as a member of the Security Council, Canada might have to pay a political price should it

become necessary to support sanctions which are costly to various domestic constituencies. Hie

also stressed the difficulty of implementing sanctions at the domestic level, noting that it took

eight weelcs for Canada to ftlly implement sanctions against Serbia. This process would be

expedited, lic said, if the Security Council would take care to draft sanctions resolutions which

are more explicit i idenifing the nicasures which they demand of member states.



Peter Chapman (Canadian Friends Service Comniittee) spoke against the punitive use

of sanctions, and emphasized the importance of dealing witli two Sanctions-related problems: the

difficulty of lcnowing when and how to remove sanctions, and the tendency of sanctions to

isolate the target in ways that are harmful to civÎiians and to the process of dialogue between

the target and the rest of the world. Rod Bell agreed with the latter point, but observed that

isolation is oftcn an intended effect of sanctions.

Prof. Doxey stressed the need to determine what other non-permanent memrbers of the

Council think about sanctions reform, and to move forward with a reformaist agenda that lma

wide support flot just i principle, but also i ternis of political will. Prof. Nesn, Micbaud

(Laval University) echoed this sentiment, and suggested that the sanctions forum proposed i the

Burciul paper repreSCIIted a proniising means to this end.

David Malone also supported the idea of a sanctions forum, noting that such an initiative

dovetails nicely with Canada's stated intent to increase the transparency and consultative

character of the Council. More generally, Mr. Malone expressed optinxismn regarding Canada's

ability to influence the future of UN sanctions. He also expressed a preference for reforma

proposais which would have an enduring effect on the "systematic" process of considering,

drafting, implementing, and monitoring UNSC sanctions. Mr. Malone argued that Canada should

fl55st that the UN Secretariat do a more effective job of preassessing the effects of sanctions,

and of monitoring their ongoing effects.

Toward this end, Rob Hubert suggestedthat it would b. valuable to compile a yearly

report detailing the political, econonxic, and social impacts of ongoing and recently completed



sanctions regiines. However, lie questioned the idea that the UN Secretariat is the appropiate

body to undertake impact assessments (particularly preassessnlents), given its politicized nature.

Nigel Fisher expressed optiznism about Canada's capacity to act as a catalyst in setting

hunantaranprinciples for the use of sanctions, and in encouraging the rationalization of

iznplementation procedures. However, lie argued that the process of sanctions reform should be

moved beyond the Security Council, and that it should take advantage of international civil

society.

Richard Garfield and David Malone emphasized the "strategic advantage" which

Canada possesses as a force for sanctions reform, an advantage conferred by virtue of our

perceived moral authority. Mr. Malone also observed that Canada can advance the cause of

effective and humane sanctions notjust by proposing reformist initiatives, but by remaining true

to its own carefully developed principles froin case to case.

Patrick Wittmann noted that the participants generally agreed about the desirability of

making sanctions more huniane, but he aslced whether there was a similar sense that Canada

should take the lead i makcing sanctions a "well-oiled machine." Nigel Fisher picked up this

theme, drawing attention to the "double jeopardy « associated with trying to make a basically bad

instrument of statecraft into somewhat more huinane.

Da'vid Malone ended the roundtable by thanlcing thc participants, and urging them to

disseminate the substantive message of reform that had emergcd from the meeting.
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Introduction

This paper summarizes the fmndings and recommendations of the seminar on United

Nations Security Council sanctions, held ini Ottawa on 17 July, 1998. The paper begins by

outlining the observations of seminar participants about the underlying logic and effectiveness

of UNSC sanctions. It aJ.so presents major critiques of dhe current practice of UNSO sanctions,

and describes lcey trends which will bear upon efforts to address these faults.

The next section outlines the participants' vision of a Canadian approach to UNSC

sanctions. This is followed by a series of general principles intended to guide Canadian

policyniakers as they consider the imposition of sanctions on a case-by-case basis. These

principles address tbree issues: when to support the use of sanctions, what sort of sanctions (if

any) to promote, and how to ensure that Canada' s voice is heard on the Council.

The final section of the paper enumnerates the key proposais for reform which emerged

from the roundtable. These fail into four categories: reforming the administration of UNSC

sanctions, addressing thxe hurnanitarian impact of sanctions, building international support for

reform, and building support for reforni within civil society.

1. UNSC sanctions in perspective: (il)Iogic and (In)effectiveness

Participants agreed that the past practice of tJNSC sanctions can best bc described as



Étate, sanctions have often been applied in a vindictive manner, mntended to inflict the maximum

amount of pain on the target without regard to the likely effectiveness and humanitarian

implications of such a strategy.

The discussion also emphasized the key rote played by public opinion in motivating sae

to "do something" ini response to perceived atrocities abroad. I the sense that sanctions satisfy

the deznands of domestic audiences, they can be viewed ini an important sense as "successful"

regardless of their impact on target states. The prevailing "pain equals gain" mentality, combined

with the force of public opinion, means that it is sometimes difficuit to persuade states to adopt

a more nuanced approach when imposing sanctions, or to dissuade them from using sanctions

when other, less dramatic strategies might be more constructive.

The rationality of sanctions policy is also impaired by the Council's failure to tailor its

actions to the type of regime which it is attempting to influence (c.g., sanctions which prove

Înfluential when employed against a fragile democracy may prove ineffective against a strong

dictatorship.) This irrationality is compounded by political cleavages among Council members,

whic.h malce it difficuit to form a consensus around strong measures, or to arrive at a concerted

strategy which employs sanctions as part of a broader diplomatic démarche.

Participants also observed several recent trends in. the Council's attitude toward sanctions,

trends which are germane to the issue of sanctions reform. First, even as instances of sanctions

proliferate - as do the issues to which they are applied - there is an increasing sense of

pessimism regarding their effectiveness. In adion, there is growing interest (at least at the

rhetorical level) in making sanctions- more humane. Accordingly, states have begun to view



comprehensive economic sanctions with increasing distaste, while they have expressed

enthusiasm for targetted sanctions.

Ini general, participants agreed that UTNSC sanctions are highly problematic instruments

of statecraft, and that they are unlikely to prove effective (ini the sense of bringing about

desirable policy change) very often. However, it was agreed that UTNSC sanctions will

nonetheless continue to be used frequently, and that they represent valuable means of bolstering

international norms and deterring other (iLe, non-target) states from pursuing objectionable

policies. Therefore, it is important that Canada use its influence in an effort to steer the

discourse and practice of sanctions in more constructive directons.

2. Toward a Canadian approach to UNSC sanctions

Participants agreed that Canada's UN sanctions policy should give priority to three tasks:

discouraging the use of sanctions wherever more constructive and humane alternatives exist,

ensuring that the needs of innocent civilians in target states are given due consideration in the

design and implementation of sanctions, and developing the capacity of the international

community to design and adniinister strong, targetted sanctions where appropriate.

Participants also emphasized the idea that the most severe sanctions do flot necessarily

produce proportionate policy dividends. This lesson must be reinforced in the xninds of Security

Coundil members. Sanctions policy must he guided by the desire to identify masures that are

both effective and huniane, rather than those which seem intuitively 'strong' and politically

palatable.



3. Considering sanctions: a case-by-case approach

Participants identified three 'baskets' of issues which Canadian policymakers must

address when faced with decisions pertaining to UNSC sanctions: a) whether to support the use

of sanctions, b) what sort of sanctions (if any) to promote, and c) how to ensure that Canada's

voice is heard during Council debates concerning sanctions.

a) Whether or flot to impose sanctions

The decision of whether or flot to impose sanctions is a complex one, and will be

influenced by a variety of factors pertaining to the character of the potential target, the objectives

sought, and, crucially, the policies of other states. 1 Participants agreed, however, that this

decision should bc based on projections of effectiveness and humnanitagrian impact, and flot on

domestic political pressure.

Participants expressed enthusiasm for policies involving positive incentives (carrots) as

complements or alternatives to sanctions, but they were pessimistic about the willingness of

states to contribute to such initiatives, and wary of the implications of 'rewarding' objectionable

behaviour. It was also noted that the constitution of the Security Coundil makes it ill-suited to

the development of programmes of positive incentives and other initiatives aimed at pre-empting

crises.

There was widespread agreement that the effectiveness of sanctions is often enhanced by

an accompanying threat of force, as long as that threat is viewed as credible. Some participants

SFor a discussion of these factors, sec Barry Burcinl, "United Nations Sanctions: Policy
Options for Canada," (DFAIT, 1998.)



suggested that, given the ineffectîveness and humanitarian consequences of long-term economic

sanctions, the use of force is sometixnes preferable to such measures.

b) Type of sanctions used

Participants stressed that senders must closely examine the structure of the target state,

its economy, and its society, and design measures with a clear understanding of who they are

intended to influence, and how the sanctions will cause these actors to feel pressure to change

their policies.

It was also, noted that travel bans, visa denials, and sporting and cultural sanctions have

tremendous symbolic importance and psychological impact, and have béen undervalued as means

of influencing target elites.

Finally, participants supported the use of appropriate targetted sanctions'against elites in

most circumstances. However, they cautioned that targetted sanctions atone are unlikely to prove

effective as coercive measures: they can often be evaded, and in most cases, are flot painful

enough to cause entrenched target clites to alter their behaviour. Targetted sanctions are most

effective when combined with other measures, such as the threat of force.

c) Canada and the Security Council

In order to maxirnie Canada's influence over a given sanctions debate, participants

agreed, that four conditions must b. met. First, Canada requires timely political and military

intelligence and high-level connections to relevant parties. Second, in order to fadilitate a swift



response (thereby increasing Canada's ability to influence the course of the Council's actions)

there rnust be short, tight decision-making lines witbin, the Canadian policy-making apparatus.

Third, Canada must be able to gauge the mood of the international coninunity, in order to

promote a politically viable approach to the problem at hand. Finally, Canada is most likely to

prove effective when it is viewed as a credible actor with regard to the issue under

consideration.

4. An agenda for reform

a) Proposais for admninistrative reformn

*Participants stressed that proposals for institutional reform are likely to meet with a lukewann

reception. from UN members who are weary of such initiatives and loath to commnit the funding

required to make them work. The P-5, inparticular, are unlilcely to support initiatives which

would impose codifled limits on their influence over sanctions policy. Therefore, Canada should

concentrate on process-oriented reforms which do flot threaten the autonomy of the P-5.

*The Council should be reminded that its sanctions resolutions, while necessarily political in

nature, must neverthetess be amenable to rapid and consistent implementation by member states.

These resolutions must clearly specify the conditions for lifting, easing, and reimposing

sanctions, as well as indicating who is responsible for carrying out various administration and

enforcement duties.



*The UN must promote efforts to harmonize and rationalize national-level legal and

administrative procedures for the implementation of sanctions. As a first step in this process, the

UN secretariat must insist on detailed reports from member states regarding their existing

sanctions procedures.

*Enforcement efforts would, be greatly assisted by the presence of sanctions assistance missions

(SAMs) in states adjacent to the target, and a sanctions communications centre (SAMCOMM)

coordinating the overali effort. However, these missions require states to commit large amounts

of material and human resources.

*When charging a regional organization with the task of implementing mandatory UN sanctions,

the Council must ensure that the organization ini question possesses the political will, the material

resources, and the administrative competence to do so effectively.

b) M4dressing the humanftarian impact of sanctions

*Council memibers must recognize that most forms of sanctions will cause humanitarian

suffering, and that this suffering is very unlilcely to be fully ameliorated by international relief

efforts. TaIIc of the "unintended consequences" of sanctions is therefore somewhat disingenuous.

*Ini its deliberations concerning sanctions, the. Security Council should give consideration to



economists, political scientists, and area experts. The main problem plaguing the practice of

assessment is flot a lack of information; it is a lack of tlhe political will required to set the

process mn motion. Canada should use its seat on the Security Council to ensure that the Council

receives suc1i assessments as a matter of course, both prior to and during the imposition of

sanctions.

aCanada should support discussions aimed at developing the idea of 'humanitarian limits' which

would guide the Coundil i its deliberations regarding sanctions. Such an exercise would move

beyond existing, general statements of intent by seelcing consensus answers to questions such as:

When does a hurnanitarian emergency exist? How should sanctions be modified to reflect the

changing situation on the ground? Under a sanctions regime, who bears the responsibility for

ameliorating the sufféring of innocent civilians?

*Security Council resolutions must outline clear guidelines governing humanitarian exemptions

to sanctions. The exemptions process would also benefit from the creation of a generic, item-

based list of exemptions, the consistent application of these standards, transparent procedureS

involving open deliberations and the widespread dissemination of documents among the members

of sanctions conmittmes, decentralization of the authority to approve exemptions, and enhanced

communication and coordination between the UN secretariat and member states.

c) Approacizes to reform: the interstae lewel



-Participants enthusiastically supported the idea of a 'sanctions forum': a group of concerned

states and non-state actors which would explore options for sanctions reform and work to bujld

support for these reforms. Such an initiative, it was held, meshes well with Canada's stated

intent to build a Council that is more accountable and sensitive to the views of non-permanent

members.

I t was also agreed that Canada should determine how other non-permanent members of the

Council view various proposais for sanctions reform.

*Participants expressed the view that there would be littie room for substantive progress on

some of the more institutional aspects of sanctions reform while the sanctions against Iraq are

StÛR in place. Nonetheless, they agreed that it would be fruitful to undertake discussions of

reform wbile this controversial issue still occupies the global agenda. Furthermore, many of the

initiatives presented above niay be carried out by Canada on a case-by-case basis. Lt was agreed

that Canada should lead by example, and by demonstrating consistency in its approach to

sanctions across cases.

zging civil society

of public opinion in determining the sanctions policies Of States,

,tions reform wil, likely prove ineffective uniess it seelcs to

ch domestic audiences view sanctions. Simply put, as long as the

-'m'n" .infl as the onlv "real" means of exerting influence



over uncooperative states, their goveraments wîll be unlkely to pursue more nuanced,

constructive sanctions polîcies. Similarly, the public is unlikely to cail for'sanctions reform

unless it is well-informed concerning the ineffectiveness and the negative humanitarian

consequences of sanctions as currently practiced. Therefore, much of the work of reforming UN

sanctions must be carried out through a public education campaign. lI implementing such a

campaign, governmnents would do well to work with hunianitarian, organizations and other

eélements of global and domestic civil society.

e On a case-by-case basis, sanctions are more lilcely to work to the extent that they mobilize

global public opinion against the target regime. Therefore, the task of educating the public about

sanctions is flot a "one-time' proposition. Governments must view the public as an important

asset in the quest to alter the policies of states which threaten global peace and human security.
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